Avoid Downtime with Eaton’s Reliable Fluid Conveyance Products.

Eaton® fluid conveyance products are known for their long history and class zero leakage connections. Aeroquip® Matchmate™ uses a color coded assembly system which makes it easy for any turbine maintenance technician to produce custom made, factory-quality hose assemblies fast, eliminating costly downtime. If your application requires more than hydraulic hose, Everflex® PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene) hose is unmatched in strength and flexibility.

Walterscheid WalRing tube fittings combine the use of two-edge cutting and proven soft seal technology which exceed the industry and competition’s expectations.

Eaton’s through-the-cover (TTC) crimp gives you a tight fit while eliminating the need for skiving hose. Aeroquip TTC and Weatherhead® WeatherGRIP™ connectors both offer you this crimping style, which is ideal for high pressure and high demanding applications.